New Error Correction Schemes for Physical Unclonable Functions

Abstract
Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs) are an alternative to conventional key storage for cryptographic keys ranging from consumer IoT devices to next-generation high-security applications. The secret inside the PUF is created by manufacturing variations. Syndrome coding and quantization enable error correction by storing individual external helper data for each device. In addition, error-correcting codes are used to improve the reliability of the key.

Currently, there are several open topics, covering different aspects of syndrome coding, quantization, error-correcting codes, as well as efficient implementations.
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- Background in Communications Engineering
- MATLAB/Scilab/Octave Programming Skills
- Creativity and Independent Work Style
- Background in Channel Coding preferred
- C, Assembler or VHDL Programming Skills preferred
- Additional Knowledge in Cryptography, Information Theory or Statistics preferred
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